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Abstract
In presented paper performance analysis of the hybrid diesel-wind energy conversion system has presented. Electrical energy is
generated by the two sources one source is the diesel engine generator and the other source is the wind energy conversion
system the supply is provided to the isolated load. The voltage is regulated at the load side .The electrical energy produced by
the wind turbine at constant speed is connected to the specific load by the rectifier, d.c link and pulse width modulation inverter.
In this work the value are assumed in the IS system. Voltage regulation is done with the use of PI controller and simulation
results are performed on the MATLAB (new version).
Keywords: Wind energy, diesel generator, induction generator, rectifier, inverter, voltage regulator.
1. Introduction
Energy is the base of the economy of each country in the world. There are many aspects for the energy in the world. As the
living standard is raised the energy consumption is raised. As the population and the living standard is increased the energy crisis
started. Our main concern is the wind energy, it can be used economically for the generation of electrical energy, provide
mechanical power can be used in the water pumping. There are two major causes for the wind first is the heating and cooling of
the atmosphere in the world due to this convection currents and the second is the rotation of earth both self rotation and the
rotation around the sun.In country named as Denmark where the windmill was installed in the 1259, Installation of the windmill
was in a village. Without using the fossil fuel the produced energy starts contribution to fulfill the requirement of energy in
Denmark. In the start the use of produced energy was used for water pumping and grinding grain thereafter in the 1616 the number
of windmills were installed for the providing energy for the threshing machine and grinding mills.(Andersen, 2007).
In the world installed wind power capacity is increasing 30% per year. Green house gas emission in the whole world for the
production of the electrical energy 2000 fuel mix is 0.572 kg of equivalent Co2 per kWh. Total electricity generation was 14617
TWh in the 2000 so for the emission of the Co2 was 8 364 megatons. Developments in the wind energy technologies reduce the
emission of the green houses gases (Wang and Chang, 2004 ).
So far we proposed the model for the generation of the electricity by the use of the wind energy and the diesel energy. In the
proposed system we included the wind turbine which worked as the fixed speed wind turbine, wind energy was converted in to the
mechanical energy by the turbine and the generated mechanical energy is converted into the electrical energy by the use of the
induction generator the power generated by the wind generation is 15KW at the voltage of the 600V.Electrical energy is also
generated with the diesel energy so for we used the diesel engine with the synchronous generator the electrical energy generated by
the diesel generation is 35KW and the voltage is also 600V.Now the total generated electrical energy is supplied to the isolated
load of 50 KW, the load is resistive, by the use of the power electronics circuit.
Power generated by the both sources is a.c now it is converted into the d.c by the use of the rectifier unit this rectifier unit is
uncontrolled, rectified supply is now goes to the inverter unit by the d.c link this d.c link contains the inductor and the capacitor.
Inverter unit consists of IGBT the controlling of the inverter is by the voltage regulator and the pwm generator. Output of the
inverter is now filtered by the use of the L-C filter, filtered supply is now provided to the isolated load. We regulate the supply by
the voltage regulator which provides the electrical signals to the pwm generator this generator generates the signals which are
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applied to the gate of the IGBT used in the inverter unit.In the proposed model we regulated voltage 270V nominal phase to phase
voltage.Now a days the new researches are in the field of the power electronics devices due to the use of power electronics we can
easily controlled our system than the conventional methods in the conventional methods there are more losses in comparison with
the power electronics control. In proposed model we have used the wind generation, wind energy is absolutely free in the
atmosphere by the use of wind energy we can generate electrical energy which can fulfill our required electrical energy in cheap
manner.
2. Wind Turbine Generation
Wind energy for the electrical energy generation has low impact on the environment the interest of the whole world there in the
recent years. We can extract hundreds of kilowatt power by the advancement in the wind turbine. When wind energy conversion
system is connected with grid they produce supplement base power generated by the nuclear, thermal and hydro power plants.
(Datta and Ranganathan, 2003).
In the energy conversion by the wind energy has the different components such as wind turbine which converts the energy in the
wind stream in the spin of the turbine the spin is the mechanical energy, now this mechanical energy is converted into the electrical
energy by the different types of the generator such as synchronous generator, induction generator and the use of the permanent
magnet synchronous generator is also their according to the electrical power generation these different types of the generators are
used.
The electrical power generated is of three types
•

Small power generation

•

Medium power generation

•

Large power generation

Wind contains energy due to the quality of the motion the system having the capability of extraction of this energy so for this
energy can be used in the different form may be in the form of mechanical energy or in the form of the electrical energy. There are
some factors which are responsible for the output of the wind energy first is the speed of the wind blowing in the atmosphere
second is the area in which the wind is striking and the third is the conversion efficiency of the whole system. (Teri ENVIS,
2005/2006)
The energy and the power can be related to each other, energy per unit time is said that power so for we can make the relation
in the such as

Pwind =

E wind
t

(1)

Pwind = wind power
Ewind = kinetic energy of the wind
t = time
Kinetic energy of the wind can be represent in the mathematical formulation assuming that the air is striking on the blade of the
wind turbine and the area swept represented by the Ablade the mass of the air transversing this area is mwind the density of the air is
represented by the ρ air and the velocity of the wind is Vwind (Jan Vergauwe et. al. 2006)
The mass of the wind will be represented by the
M wind = ρ air × Ablade × Vwind
(2)
The kinetic energy will be represented by the

E wind = 0.5M wind × Vwind

2

(3)

Putting the value of mwind in the equation (3)

E wind = 0.5ρ air × Ablade × Vwind × Vwind

2

(4)

So for the equation can be represented by the,

E wind = 0.5ρ air × Ablade × Vwind

3

(5)

Then the power can be represented by the

Pwind = 0.5ρ air × Ablade × Vwind

3

(6)

Pwind represent the wind power which is conversion of the wind blowing into the mechanical power the output power from the
wind turbine will depend upon this power because the factor of efficiency so the mechanical power
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Pwind = (0.5ρ air × Ablade × Vwind ) × C p (λ , β )
3

(7)

Cp = coefficient of performance for turbine function
β = pitch angle
Tip speed ratio can be defined as the ratio (Srighakollap and Sensarma, 2008)

λ=

.2 Dω m
Vwind

(8)

Let the D is the diameter of horizontal axis aero turbine then we can represent the area

Ablade = 0.25πD 2

(9)

By the equation (7) we can say that the power is dependent on the density of the air in the different weather conditions density of
the wind will be changed so for the power by the wind will be dependent on these conditions, area swept by air the area is
depending upon the diameter of the horizontal axis so for as the diameter will increased the wind power will be more extracted and
as the area will decreased the wind power extracted will be low, the cubical power of the wind velocity as the wind speed increases
so the wind power extracted will be more if the wind speed decreases so the wind power extracted will be low and coefficient of
performance for turbine function depend upon the two values one is pitch angle and other is the tip speed ratio. The coefficient of
performance for turbine function (Cp) is defined as the ratio of the actual turbine power to theoretical turbine power it can be
represented by the (Tianxiang et al., 2010)

Cp =
Cp =

Pm
Pwind

(10)

Pm
.5 ρ air × Ablade × Vwind

3

(11)

In the turbine the tip speed ratio can be controlled so for the power extracted by the wind turbine can be maximize
3. Induction Generator Model
In the working we use the dq representation the squirrel cage induction machine can be represented by the equations which is the
called the mathematical modeling of the machine so for we can neglect the magnetic saturation so for we can write in the rotating
frame (Mullane and O’Malley, 2005)
For the electrical system

dϕ ds
) + ω qs
dt
dϕ qs
iqs × Rs = Vqs − (
) − ω ds
dt
dϕ
idr × Rs = Vdr − ( dr ) + (ω − ω r )ϕ qs
dt
dϕ qr
) + (ω − ω r )ϕ dr
iqr × Rs = Vqr − (
dt

ids × Rs = Vds − (

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

rotational speed of the machine and rotor electrical angular velocity are related to each other by the formulation

2ω r = Pz ω m

(16)

For the mechanical system

2H (

dω m
) = Te − Fω m − Tm
dt

(17)
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ωm =

dθ m
dt

(18)

Electromagnetic torque developed in the generator can be represented as

Te = 1.5 Pz (ϕ ds × iqs − ϕ qs × ids )

(19)

Relation between the electromagnetic torque and the mechanical torque applied by the wind turbine can be expressed as

ωm
dt

=

1
J (Te + Tm )

(20)

In the model when we working in the simulation the constatnt speed working is there so for the values of the value of the rotor
component Vdr and Vqr becomes zero
3. Modelling and Control of Diesel Engine with Synchronous Generator
In the diesel engine generation the electrical power is generated by the use of mechanical power and the mechanical power is
generated by the use of diesel engine in the diesel engine fuel is combusted which produce the mechanical power output speed of
the diesel engine and the mechanical power output can be controlled by the governor system while the voltage is controlled by the
use of excitation system (Drouilhet, 2001)
In the presented model block represent the diesel engine speed and voltage control the block consists of the diesel engine, diesel
engine governor and the excitation system so for the diesel engine governor is used for the controlling of the diesel engine in the
diesel engine the combustion of the diesel takes place. Governor system is used for the controlling of the diesel generator so for we
get the desired mechanical power and the desired speed in the same manner the excitation system is also is there which is used for
the controlling of the field excitation voltage mechanical power and the excitation voltage achieved by this block is applied to the
synchronous generator.
In the diesel generator actuator dynamics can be represented by the first order system consisting the time constant τ2 with gain K2
and the variable gain K1 is represented by the combustion system which depending upon the dead time, output power and the
speed. So for the total gain depends upon engine rotational speed and the total mechanical power transmitted by the system we can
formulate the total gain (Pena et al., 2008)

K pt = K 1 × K 2

(21)

Figure 1. Diesel engine model

τ1 =

60st 60
+
2 Nn 4 N

(22)
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Where st is the strokes of the engine N is the speed of the engine and n is the no of cycles.
By the time domain technique synchronous generator model is obtained by the general flux model of the synchronous machine
so for the we can present the mathematical representation of the synchronous generator (Pinto et al., 2006)

[V ] = −[ I ] × [ R ] −

d [ψ ]
dt

(23)

[ψ ] = [ I ] × [ L]

(24)

4. Simulation Results and Discussion
In the proposed system we are generating the electrical energy by the two processes in the first the conventional method which is
the diesel generator while the second one is the wind energy conversion so for the electrical power is generated in the isolated
system and supplying the electrical energy so the performance of the energy conversion is discussed in this chapter in the system
we are regulating the voltage so for we are using the rectifier, inverter, d.c link and the filter so for the performance is achieved
across the rectifier, inverter, d.c link and the output side.
Proposed model having the full load in this case the electrical energy is generated in the two systems first is the diesel generator
and the other is the wind energy conversion system the combined electrical energy is transmitted to the load by the power
electronics system in the system there are different parts where we are checking the performance first of all the generated supply is
a.c which is converted in the d.c by the rectifier so the first we discuss the d.c voltage performance
4.1. D.C voltage performance
Proposed system is simulated for the .1 second the a.c voltage is converted into the d.c by the use of rectifier and the filter is used
which consists of the inductor and the capacitor the output is the d.c which is fed to the inverter. In the initial state the input to the
rectifier is zero at the t=0 so the d.c is zero as the time goes on the d.c voltage rises instantaneously with in t=.01 second and after
some fluctuations it rises and after the sometime it rises and become constant slightly in the simulated time.
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Figure 2. D.C voltage performance in the d.c link
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4.2. Inverter voltage performance
This d.c voltage is applied to the PWM inverter which converters the d.c in to a.c which is controlled the a.c voltage is zero in
the initial at t=0 because of the d.c supply is zero as the time goes on the variations are in the d.c according to the d.c variations the
inverter output voltage is varying so for the it becomes slightly constant in the running time. Voltage is measured between the two
phases of the inverter.
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Figure 3. Inverter voltage performance between phase a and phase b
4.3. Performance of the load voltage
Output voltage of the inverter is first passed through the filter so the after filtration the supply is fed to the load. The running
time is the .1 second so the performance in the form of the graph denotes that in the .1 second the load voltage consists of the five
cycles. In the initial the load voltage is zero but as time goes the output voltage rises and varies sinusoidally voltage is regulated
by the voltage regulator so for which is being constant in the five cycle so for we can say that the system is being stable in the .1
second. Voltage is being measured between the two phases.
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Figure 4. Load voltage performance between phase a and b
4.4. Performance of the Voltage regulator
In the voltage regulator the modulation index is varying within the running time of the proposed model so for in the voltage
regulator the comparison between the reference and require voltage occurs so for the variation of the modulation index is there at
t=0 it is zero which rises instantaneously to 1 after that is rises again as the time rises then as the time increase modulation index
varies sinusoid ally and then it start decreasing at in the running time it at t=.1 second modulation index become nearly constant
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So for we have used the proposed system for the fixed speed wind turbine it can be used in the variable speed wind turbine. We
used the rectifier for the rectification of the a.c supply which is uncontrolled we can use controlled rectification. Controller used in
the proposed system is PI we can use the Fuzzy logic controller so for the voltage regulation can also be improved.
5. Conclusions
In the paper presented an electrical energy system, consisting of diesel wind generator, since wind is absolutely free so no fuel
cost. The production of the electrical energy the proposed scheme is economical. The proposed system is working at initial time
t = 0 to t = 0.10 seconds, in each conditions the stability of the system is occurring within the t = 0.10 seconds. At full load
conditions the characteristics as shown reaches in steady state condition during at specified time .The proposed system has
simulated at fixed speed and variable speed of wind turbine. It has developed the simulink based model of diesel wind
generator with control rectifier in MATLAB. The performance analysis of developed voltage regulator have shown in figs.3fig.5 irrespective of d.c link voltage of converter, load voltage between two phases and performance of inverter at different
modulation indices. It has observed the sinusoidal variation of output voltage with PWM. Mor reliable and stable operation of
diesel wind generation with effective voltage regulation is observed.

Nomenclature
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
[L]
[Ψ]
[I]
[V]
[R]
ωm
ωr
ω
Vds
Vqs
Vdr
Vqr
φqs
φds
φqr
φdr
pz
Te
J
H
F
Tm
θm
Pm
Pwind
Ewind
t
mwind
ρ air
Ablade
Vwind
Cp
λ

Direct axis stator current
Quadrature axis stator current
Direct axis Rotor current
Quadrature axis rotor current
Inductance matrices of windings
Column matrices of flux linkage
Column matrices of current
Column matrices of voltages
Diagonal resistance matrics
Angular velocity of rotor
Electrical angular velocity
Rotational speed of rotating frame
Direct axis stator voltage
Quadrature axis stator voltage
Direct axis rotor voltage
Quadrature axis rotor voltage
Stator flux component in q axis
Stator flux component in d axis
Rotor flux component in q axis
Rotor flux component in d axis
No. of pole pair
Electromagnetic torque
Inertia of load and rotor
Combined load and rotor inertia constant
Viscous friction coefficient of load and rotor
Mechanical shaft torque
Angular position Rotor
Actual turbine power
Wind power
Kinetic energy of the wind
Time
Mass of the wind
Density of air
Area swept by air of blade
Velocity of wind
Coefficient of performance for turbine function
Tip speed ratio
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β
Kp
Ki
s
Kpt
K1
K2
τ1
τ2
N
n
PI
St
IGBT
PWM
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Pitch angle
Proportional gain
Integral gain
Complex frequency
Total gain in diesel engine
Constant gain
Variable gain
Dead time
Actuator time constant
Speed of the engine
Number of cycles
Proportional Integration
Strokes of the engine
Insulated Gate Bipolar transistor
Pulse width modulation
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